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Abstract.  

The two-coordinate metal amide complexes V{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (1) and Cr{N(SiMe2Ph)2}2 (2) were 

synthesized by reaction of two equivalents of LiN(SiMePh2)2 with VI2(THF)4 or CrCl2(THF)2 in n-hexane. 

Their crystal structures showed that they have bent coordination, N-V-N = 137.0(4)°, N-Cr-N = 139.19(5)°, 

at the metals. The vanadium complex (1) displayed no tendency to isomerize as previously observed for 

some V(II) amido complexes. Curie fits of SQUID magnetic measurements afforded magnetic moments of 

3.36 (1) and 4.68 (2) µB, consistent with high-spin configurations. These values are lower than the spin-

only values of 3.88 and 4.90 µB expected for d3 and d4 complexes, suggesting a significant unquenched 

orbital angular momentum contribution to the overall moment, which is lower as a result of the positive spin-

orbit coupling constants.  

Introduction 

Sterically encumbering silylamido ligands have featured prominently in the chemistry of low-

coordinate and low-valent transition metal chemistry since the outset of research in this area. Beginning 

with the pioneering work of Bürger and Wannagat in the early 1960s, the bis(trimethylsilyl)amide ligand was 

shown to stabilize low-coordinate first row transition metal amide complexes in their +2 (Mn, Co, and Ni) 

and +3 (Cr and Fe) oxidation states.1,2 Structural studies of these complexes later indicated that the pure 

divalent species existed as three-coordinate, amide bridged dimers,3–5 and that the tervalent complexes 

are three-coordinate monomers,6–11 showing that the -N(SiMe3)2 ligand is incapable of stabilizing neutral 

two-coordinate monomeric complexes of these metals in the solid state. In the late 1980s, however, it was 

shown that the increased bulk of the commercially available silylamide ligand -N(SiMePh2)2 enforced 

stabilization of monomeric, quasi two-coordinate complexes of divalent iron, cobalt (the first examples of 

such complexes for these metals), and manganese.12,13 

Despite the demonstrated ability of the -N(SiMePh2)2 ligand to produce low-coordination in the later 

transition metals, two-coordinate complexes of early transition metals featuring this ligand remain unknown. 

Indeed, two-coordinate molecular complexes of divalent vanadium and chromium are exceptionally rare. 
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Only four such complexes are known for vanadium (the first of which was not reported until 2013),14,15 

although several low-valent complexes of higher coordination at vanadium are known.8,15–19 Neutral two-

coordinate complexes of chromium are more numerous, with ca. a dozen such complexes now 

reported.15,20–27 The paucity of two-coordinate complexes of these metals, particularly vanadium, is likely 

due to the difficulty involved in preparing appropriate divalent metal halide complexes as precursors. The 

difficulty in isolating these complexes is further highlighted by the ability of two-coordinate vanadium 

complexes to isomerize to other coordination modes when bulky amide ligands previously shown to 

stabilize two-coordinate complexes of other metals are used (e.g. -N(SiiPr3)Dipp, Dipp = 2,6-

diisopropylphenyl).15 

Because of these difficulties, investigations of the chemistry and properties of two-coordinate open-

shell (d1-d9) transition metal complexes have mainly focused on species in which the d-valence shell is at 

least half full (i.e. d5-d9).28 Other reasons for this circumstance include the wide availability of divalent metal 

halide salts of the later transition metals, as well as the smaller size of the metal ions which makes it easier 

to obtain the low-coordination numbers by steric blocking. In addition, the magnetic properties of the later, 

two-coordinate complexes, particularly the d6 and d7 Fe(II) and Co(II) complexes, have demonstrated that 

they can possess very high magnetic moments which arise from unquenched orbital contributions and large 

negative spin-orbit coupling constants in which the spin and orbital moments combine to give a moment 

that is significantly greater than the spin only value.29–33 Furthermore, high axial zero field splitting is often 

present, which makes the complexes interesting from the aspect of single molecule magnetism.32,33 These 

properties, coupled with the increasingly high temperature magnetic hysteresis displayed by lanthanide 

complexes, effectively allows the magnetic properties of a complex to be tuned by judicious choice of metal 

or ligand.34–37 

However, in complexes with less than half-filled valence shells (i.e. d1-d4), the spin-orbit coupling 

is positive and the orbital moments act in such a way to oppose the spin moments.38 Yet, there are 

comparatively few studies of this phenomenon in the two-coordinate complexes of earlier transition 

metals.14,15,27 For these metals, the divalent state is generally more difficult to access, and the sizes of 

metal(II) ions are significantly larger, making it more difficult to stabilize two-coordination.39 As a result, 

there are few detailed magnetic studies of these systems.14,15,27 Herein, we demonstrate that two-coordinate 

complexes of vanadium and chromium are accessible in acceptable yields and in a facile manner from the 

reaction of easily-prepared metal halide salts with commercially available ligands. In addition, we show that 

their magnetic moments are lower than the spin only values, a result of their less than half-filled valence 

shell. These findings constitute rare examples of manifestations of the moment decreasing spin-orbit effect 

in a first-row transition metal complex due to the positive value of the spin-orbit coupling constant, λ. 

Experimental  

General. All manipulations were carried out in an atmosphere of purified argon using standard 

Schlenk and glovebox techniques. Hexane was dried using an MBraun solvent purification system. The 
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final water content in all solvents was checked by Karl Fischer titrations. Elemental analyses were 

performed by the Kolbe Microanalytics Laboratory, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany. Deviations in the 

elemental analyses are typical of metal amide complexes, particularly those with high silicon content.9,40,41 

UV–vis spectra were recorded as dilute hexane (1) or diethyl ether (2) solutions in 3.5 mL quartz cuvettes 

using an OLIS modernized Cary 14 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer (1) or a Perkin-Elmer UV/VIS/NIR 

spectrometer (2). Infrared spectra were recorded using a Bruker Alpha FTIR spectrometer under an argon 

atmosphere in a glovebox. CrCl2(THF)2,42 VI2(THF)4,43 and LiN(SiMePh2)2
12 were prepared according to 

literature procedures. All other materials were commercially obtained and used as received. 

Synthesis of V{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (1). VI2(THF)4 (0.100 g, 0.168 mmol) was suspended in 10 mL of 

hexanes and cooled to ca. – 30 °C.  LiN(SiMePh2)2 (0.140 g, 0.336 mmol) suspended in 10 mL hexanes 

was added dropwise to the VI2(THF)4 suspension. The reaction mixture was slowly warmed to room 

temperature. After stirring at ambient temperature for 30 minutes, the reaction mixture became brown. After 

24 h a dark red/brown reaction mixture with a white precipitate had formed. The solution was filtered, and 

the filtrate was concentrated to 5 mL under reduced pressure and stored at 5 °C. Dark red crystals suitable 

for single crystal X-ray diffraction grew within 24 hours. Yield 0.045 g (31 %). Calc. for C52H52VN2Si4 (%): C 

71.93, H 6.04, N 3.23, Si 12.94, V 5.86; Found: C 65.28, H 5.79, N 2.85, Si 11.90, V 5.25. UV-Vis: λmax 430 

nm (ε = 9000 M-1 cm-1) IR: 3039-2932 (νC-H), 1414 (νC-H), 1234 (νSi-CH3), 1095 (νC-H), 410 (νV-N). 

Synthesis of Cr{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (2). CrCl2(THF)2 (0.250 g, 0.936 mmol) was suspended in 15 mL 

of hexanes and cooled in an ice bath to ca. 0 °C. LiN(SiMePh2)2 (0.780 g, 1.872 mmol) suspended in 15 

mL of hexanes was added dropwise to the CrCl2(THF)2 suspension. The reaction mixture turned 

green/yellow immediately and was slowly warmed to room temperature. After four hours at ambient 

temperature a white precipitate had formed, and the green solution was filtered. The filtrate was then 

concentrated to 5 mL under reduced pressure and stored at ca. 5 °C. Yellow plates suitable for single 

crystal X-ray diffraction grew within 24 hours. Yield 0.46 g (57 %). Calc. for C52H52CrN2Si4 (%): C 71.84, H 

6.03, N 3.22, Si 12.92, Cr 5.98; Found: C 70.82, H 6.34, N 3.26, Si 12.72, Cr 5.87. UV-Vis: λmax 365 nm. 

IR: 3040-2934 (νC-H), 1413 ν(C-H), 1234 (νSi-CH3), 378 (νCr-N). 

X-ray Crystallography. Single crystals of 1 and 2 that were suitable for diffraction studies were 

obtained from concentrated hexane solutions at 5 °C after one day. The X-ray intensity data for 1 and 2 

were collected on an Agilent Technologies SuperNova diffractometer with an Atlas CCD detector and Cu 

K radiation (1.54178 Å) from a microfocus X-ray source with multilayer X-ray optics. Suitable crystals were 

coated with a perfluoropolyether, mounted on a nylon cryo loop, and immediately positioned in a low 

temperature (100 K) stream of nitrogen. The data were processed using the CrysAlisPro software suite.44 

Absorption corrections based on multiple-scanned reflections were carried out using ABSPACK.45 The 

crystal structures were solved by direct methods using SHELXS-97 and refined with SHELXL-2014.46 The 

positions of all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically. 
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Magnetic Measurements. Magnetic susceptibility data were recorded at the Max Planck Institute 

for Chemical Energy Conversion with powder samples of solid material in the temperature range 2-300K 

using a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) susceptometer with a field of 1.0 T (MPMS-

7, Quantum Design, calibrated with standard palladium reference sample, error < 2 %). Variable-

temperature magnetization measurements were taken at 1 T in the range 2-300K with the magnetization 

sampled on a linearized 1/T temperature scale. The experimental data were corrected for underlying 

diamagnetism using tabulated Pascal's constants as well as for temperature-independent paramagnetism 

(TIP).47 

Results and Discussion 

Synthesis. Highly air and moisture sensitive complexes V{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (1) and Cr{N(SiMePh2)2}2 

(2) were synthesized via salt metathesis (Scheme 1) of the lithium amide and the corresponding metal 

halide. Addition of LiN(SiMePh2)2 to VI2(THF)4 at -30 °C gives an initially pale green reaction mixture that 

begins turning orange after stirring at room temperature for 30 minutes, with moderate yields being obtained 

after 24 hours. In contrast, slow addition of the lithium silyl-amide to CrCl2(THF)2 immediately resulted in a 

color change of the initial pale blue reaction mixture to green/yellow. A short reaction time of four hours 

resulted in a reproducibly good yield. The described routes are straightforward and afford the highest yields. 

A peculiarity of the syntheses is that they were conducted in hexane in contrast to the typically used ether 

solvents. The use of hexane emerged from the testing of different solvents such as diethyl ether, toluene, 

and tetrahydrofuran as solvents for both reactions, with hexane giving the best yields. The formation of THF 

complexes was not observed in either case.  

Scheme 1: Synthetic routes for 1 and 2 

 

Structures. The molecular structures of compounds 1 and 2 are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 

2. Selected bond lengths and angles are given in Table 1 along with the comparable values for the 

analogous iron and cobalt bis(silylamides).12 Complex 1 crystallizes in the monoclinic space group P21/c 

with four molecules in the unit cell. The vanadium bis(silylamide) has a bent coordination geometry with a 

N1-V1-N2 angle of 137.04(6)°). This angle is somewhat wider than that found in V{N(H)ArMe6}2 (N-V-N: 

123.47(9)), the only other reported vanadium(II) bis(amide) having bent geometry.9 A phenyl ring from each 

ligand is directed towards the vanadium atom, resulting in short V-Cphenyl distances (V1···C21 2.447(1) Å, 
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V1···C34 2.488(1) Å). These distances are within the reported range of secondary interactions of phenyl 

rings in two coordinate aryl amide complexes of vanadium (cf. the shortest V-Caryl distances in V{N(H)Ar
iPr6}2 

(V-Caryl: 2.5330(13)), V{N(H)ArMe6}2 (V-Caryl: 2.463(2)), and V{N(SiiPr3)Dipp}2 (V-Caryl: (2.3024(5)), (Ar
iPr6 = 

C6H3-2,6-(C6H2-2,4,6-iPr3)2, ArMe6 = C6H3-2,6-(C6H2-2,4,6-Me3)2, Dipp = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl)).14,15 The 

direction of the phenyl rings towards the central metal atom again results in varying V-N-Si bond angles in 

the range of 101.05(9) (V1-N1-Si2) to 135.66(8)° (V1-N2-Si4). The V-N bond distances of 2.004(1) (V1-N1) 

and 2.012(1) Å (V1-N2) are comparable to the three known two-coordinate vanadium amides mentioned 

above, which range from 1.992(1) – 1.976(2) Å.14,15 The latter vanadium(II) complex, V{N(SiiPr3)Dipp}2, 

which was recently reported by Tilley and coworkers, has linear coordination in the solid state but 

isomerizes in solution into a metallocene complex formed by breaking of the two V-N bonds and formation 

of a sandwich complex with η5 bonding between vanadium and the aryl groups of the two ligands.15 While 

complex 1 is rich with aryl groups capable of supporting such a complex, the absence of an N-Caryl bond 

capable of forming an imide moiety in the ligand renders such an isomerization unlikely. 

Figure 1: Molecular structure of 1 as determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Displacement 
ellipsoids are drawn at the 50 % probability level. Hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity. Selected 
bond angles and distances are given in Table 1. 
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Complex 2 crystalizes in the triclinic space group P1̅ with two molecules in the unit cell. The 

molecule has a bent coordination geometry with a N1-Cr1-N2 angle of 139.19(5)°, which is narrower than 

those observed for Fe{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (N1-Fe-N2 169.0(1) °) and Co{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (N1-Co-N2 147.0(1)°).12 

However, the bond angle is similar to that in the recently published complex Cr{N(SiMe2Ph)2}2 (N1-Cr-N2 

140.89(4) °).22 More extreme bending of the coordination geometry is also known for two coordinate 

arylamide complexes such as Cr{N(H)ArMe6}2 (N1-Cr-N2 121.49(3) °).27 In contrast to complex 1, complex 

2 has only a single short Cr-Cphenyl approach (Cr···C21 2.359(1) Å), indicating secondary interactions 

between the central metal atom and the phenyl ring. This type of interaction has also been observed in 

M{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (M = Fe, Co), which were the first structurally characterized examples of two-coordinate 

complexes of these metals. However, the respective M-Cphenyl distances are slightly elongated (2.585(7) – 

2.695(5) Å).12 As a consequence, the Cr-N-Si angles in 2 range between 98.44(6) (Cr1-N1-Si2) and 

127.30(7)° (Cr1-N1-Si1). The Cr-N bond lengths of 1.963(1) and 2.016(1) Å differ by ca. 0.05  Å but both 

distances are in within the range of Cr-N bond lengths of known two-coordinate chromium(II) amides 

(1.943(3)-2.0036(1) Å).20,22–24,27 The contraction of the shorter Cr-N1 bond length in comparison to the Cr-

N2 bond length is associated with the secondary interaction between chromium and an aryl carbon (C21) 

of the same ligand. 
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Figure 2: Molecular structure of 2 as determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction. Displacement 
ellipsoids are drawn at the 50 % probability level. Hydrogen atoms are not shown for clarity. Selected 
bond angles and distances are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Selected interatomic distances (Å) and angles (°) for 1, 2 and M{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (M 
= Fe, Co). 

 Electronic Spectroscopy. Complexes 1 and 2 each display a single absorbance in the UV-vis 

spectra at 430 and 365 nm, respectively, consistent with their red (1) and yellow (2) colors. The intensity of 

these absorbances is consistent with their assignment as charge transfer bands. Upon crystallization, 

complexes 1 and 2 display poor solubility in hydrocarbon solvents, a characteristic which precluded the 

preparation of samples of sufficient concentration to observe any potential d-d transitions.  

Magnetic Properties. The static magnetic susceptibilities of 1 and 2 show Curie behavior at higher 

temperatures (Figure 3). Slight deviations in the high-temperature range, especially for 1, can be explained 

by trace of impurities, possibly due to decomposition of the highly sensitive compounds. In case of 1 the 

Curie behavior is observed above a temperature of about 15 K.  At lower temperatures, a sharp drop in the 

χT product is observed which most likely originates from the thermal depopulation of states in the zero-field 

split ground spin-multiplet. A Curie fit between 15 and 300 K leads to an effective magnetic moment of 3.36 

µB. Similarly, the magnetic susceptibility of 2 displays Curie behavior above a temperature of about 50 K. 

A Curie fit of the susceptibility between 50 and 300 K gives an effective magnetic moment of 4.68 µB. Below 

the temperature of 50 K, a sharp increase in the χT product of 2 is observed. This cannot be assigned to 

zero-field splitting of the ground spin-multiplet, but most likely originates from some form of magnetic 

ordering taking place due to intermolecular interactions. However, the closest approach between chromium 

atoms in the crystal structure of 2 is 10.505 Å, which would make magnetic ordering by dipolar interactions 

unlikely. Furthermore, the distances between the V(II) ions in 1 are similar and no appreciable ordering is 

 V{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (1) Cr{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (2) Fe{N(SiMePh2)2}2
12 Co{N(SiMePh2)2}2

12  

M-N1  2.004(1) 1.963(1) 1.916(2) 1.898(3) 

M-N2  2.012(1) 2.016(1) 1.918(2) 1.904(3) 

M···CPhenyl 2.447(1) (C21) 

2.488(1) (C34) 

2.359(1) (C21) 

 

2.695(5) (C14) 2.588(7) (C7) 

2.584(7) (C27) 

N1-M-N2  137.04(6) 139.19(5) 169.0(1) 147.0(1) 

M-N1-Si1  132.59(8) 127.30(7) 121.9(1) 103.8(2) 

M-N1-Si2  101.05(7) 98.44(6) 106.1(1) 130.7(2) 

M-N2-Si3  101.05(7) 115.20(7) 117.8(1) 103.0(2) 

M-N2-Si4  135.66(8) 116.81(7) 115.0(1) 130.2(2) 
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observed in the respective susceptibility. The most plausible explanation is that a change in the crystal 

structure of 2 at low temperature that allows shorter intermolecular contacts. 

The ground multiplets of V(II) and Cr(II) are 4F3/2 and 5D0, respectively. Within LS coupling, the 

respective spin-orbit coupled magnetic moments µ = gJ(J(J+1))1/2µB are 0.77 µB and 0.00 µB.38,48 In a crystal 

field that lifts all degeneracies and fully quenches the orbital contributions to the angular momenta, the 

magnetic momenta should be reduced to near spin-only values of µ = ge(S(S+1))1/2µB of 3.88 µB and 4.90 

µB, for V(II) and Cr(II), respectively. In the case of both V(II) (d3) and Cr(II) (d4), the open 3d shell is less 

than half-filled giving rise to a positive spin-orbit coupling constant. This leads to partial cancellation of the 

free-ion orbital and spin magnetic moments, and to total momenta that are less than the spin-only values. 

The effective magnetic moments observed for 1 and 2 are slightly smaller than the respective spin-only 

values but are much closer to them than to the free-ion values. This corresponds to a case where the first 

order orbital contribution to the magnetic moment is essentially quenched while second-order contributions 

reduce the observed effective magnetic moments below the spin-only values. 

The small deviation of the effective magnetic moments of complexes 1 and 2 from their spin-only 

values indicates that the quenching of the angular momentum is strong. In an ideal linear crystal-field with 

D∞h symmetry, the d3 electronic configuration of a V(II) ion of 1 should give a 4Πg state with a two-fold orbital 

degeneracy. This should lead to strongly anisotropic unquenched orbital contribution to the moment. The 

efficient quenching of this moment can be attributed to bending of the metal coordination, which lifts the 

two-fold orbital degeneracy. In addition, the relatively short V-C interactions (2.447(1) Å (V-C21) and 

2.4888(1) Å (V-C34) may also contribute to quenching the orbital moment. However, the observed moment 

of 1 is very close to the value 3.41 µB measured for V{N(H)ArPri6}2, which has an almost linear (N–V–N = 

179.98(7)°) N–V–N angle and a V–C interaction of 2.5330(13) Å. Neither of these µB values is as low as 

the 2.77 µB observed in V{N(H)ArMe6}2, which has a strongly bent structure with two vanadium sites, one of 

which interacts strongly with a flanking aryl ring from the terphenyl ligand (shortest V-Cphenyl distance: 1.839 

Figure 3: Measured and calculated static magnetic susceptibility (a), effective magnetic moment (b) and 
inverse susceptibility (c) of 1 and 2. 
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Å).14 These magnetic data indicate that the quenching cannot be unambiguously assigned to either the 

bending or the flanking metal–aryl interaction. For the Cr(II) complex 2, in an ideal linear crystal-field, the 

d4 electronic configuration of the CrII ion should give rise to an orbitally non-degenerate 5Σg state.  Thus, 

the orbital moment is perfectly quenched to first order. The orbital moment can, however, make a significant 

second order contribution, as is most likely observed in the case of 2. Although the overall reduction in 

magnetic moment is not as great as previously observed (cf. µeff = 4.2 - 4.36 µB for Cr{N(H)ArMe6}2, 

Cr{N(H)ArPri4}2, or Cr{N(H)ArPri6}2), it is nonetheless present and in agreement with our previous 

observations for these low-coordinate complexes.27 

Theoretical calculations. The electronic structures of 1 and 2 were modeled using multireference 

electron correlation methods at NEVPT2//SA-CASSCF level of theory.49–55 Before the inclusion of spin-orbit 

coupling (SOC), the ground state of 1 is an energetically well-separated spin-quartet state. The first excited 

quartet state lies 4844 cm–1 above the ground state, while the lowest state with a lower multiplicity is a spin-

doublet at 9335 cm–1. Once SOC is taken into account, the ground state is weakly split by SOC due to 

mixing with the excited spin states. The splitting can be described by zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters 

D = +3.6 cm–1 and E = 0.4 cm–1. The principal components of an effective g matrix of the ground multiplet 

were calculated as gx = 1.927, gy = 1.951 and gz = 1.996. The values are smaller than the free-electron g-

factor consistent with a magnetic moment that has been reduced in comparison to its spin-only value. In 

the case of 2, before inclusion of SOC, the ground state is a spin-quintet separated from the first excited 

quintet state by 4615 cm–1 and the lowest triplet state lies 15047 cm–1 above the ground state. The 

calculated ZFS parameters are D = –2.7 cm–1 and E = 0.2 cm–1 leading to a very similar energy level 

structure to that of 1. The principal components of an effective g matrix were calculated as gx = 1.936, gy = 

1.987 and gz = 1.995, again consistent with a reduced magnetic moment. The negative sign of the axial D 

parameter could, in principle, lead to slow relaxation of magnetization in 2. However, the small absolute 

value of the D parameter and the relatively large E parameter, as compared to the D parameter, would lead 

to both a low effective barrier and efficient spin-phonon and quantum tunnelling mechanisms for the 

relaxation of magnetization. As a result, the magnetization dynamics were not studied further. Overall, the 

calculated electronic structure is in full agreement with conclusions made based on the magnetic 

measurements.  

The magnetic susceptibility of both 1 and 2 was modeled based on the computational results and 

is included in Figure 3. In both cases, the susceptibility is somewhat overestimated in comparison to the 

measured susceptibility. This result is due to the over-stabilization of high-spin states in the SA-CASSCF 

calculations due to the understimation of metal–ligand covalency.56 In case of 1, the calculated susceptibility 

is qualitatively similar to the experimental plot. A Curie fit of the calculated susceptibility in the same 

temperature range as the experimental susceptibility leads to an effective magnetic moment of 3.85 µB. The 

value is somewhat higher than the experimentally measured value and is very close to the spin-only value. 

In case of 2, the calculated susceptibility differs qualitatively from the experimental susceptibility mainly in 
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the low-temperature region. This is consistent with the possibility that the rise in the experimental 

susceptibility originates from intermolecular interaction or from changes in the crystal-structure as neither 

possibility can be considered in the calculations. A Curie-fit of the susceptibility data in the same 

temperature range as the experimental data leads to an effective magnetic moment of 4.87 µB, which is 

again higher than the experimentally determined value and close to the spin-only value, while still slightly 

smaller. 

The splitting of the 3d orbitals under the effects of the crystal field was further studied by ab initio 

ligand field theory.57,58 In an ideal linear crystal field, the 3d orbitals are split into a doubly degenerate δ set 

consisting of the 3dx2–y2 and 3dxy orbitals, a doubly degenerate π set consisting of the 3dxz and 3dyz orbitals 

and a non-degenerate σ level consisting of the 3dz2 orbital. The δ set should lie the lowest in energy and 

the σ orbital should be the highest. The calculated effective ligand field orbitals (Figure 4) do not show any 

of the degeneracies associated with an ideal linear crystal field. For 1, the orbital ordering is the same as 

what would be predicted for an ideal linear complex. However, the near-degenerate sets of π and a δ 

orbitals do not contribute any first-order angular momentum. In complex 2, the δ set is split by only 795 cm–

1 thus retaining a quasi-degenerate structure, while the π set is more strongly split. Compared to an ideal 

linear crystal field also the order of one of the π orbitals and the σ orbital is reversed. Thus, while 1 and 2 

are two-coordinate, the deviations from linear coordination and the flanking metal–aryl interactions destroy 

the resemblance to the orbital structure in a linear geometry. This explains the strong quenching of the 

orbital contributions to the angular momentum. The effective SOC constants of 1 and 2 were calculated as 

153 cm–1 and 220 cm–1, respectively. The values are much smaller than the splitting between the ground 

and first excited states, thereby explaining the weak mixing of states under SOC. 
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Figure 4. The effective ligand field 3d orbitals and orbital energies of V{N(SiMePh2)2}2  (1) and 

Cr{N(SiMePh2)2}2  (2) as calculated using ab initio ligand field theory. Hydrogen atoms are not shown for 

clarity. 

Conclusion 

In summary, the rare two-coordinate chromium and vanadium bis-silylamides Cr{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (1) 

and V{N(SiMePh2)2}2 (2) have been synthesized from their metal halide-THF precursors via salt metathesis. 

Both complexes have a bent coordination geometry (N-Cr-N 139.19(5) °, N-V-N 137.04(6) °) with secondary 

metal···CPhenyl interactions, which is also observed in the analogous iron(II) and cobalt (II) bis-silylamide 

complexes.14 Magnetic studies afforded magnetic moments of 4.68 µB for 1 and 3.36 µB for 2, which are 

both lower than the predicted spin-only values. This can be explained by weak second-order spin-orbit 

coupling effects arising from partially quenched orbital contribution to the angular momentum and the 

positive spin-orbit coupling constants of the less than half-filled 3d shells leading to partial cancellation of 

the spin and orbital moments. These observations were further corroborated by theoretical calculations.   

Associated Content 
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Synopsis: 

This work describes the synthesis of rare homoleptic, two-coordinate complexes of vanadium and 

chromium featuring the silylamide ligand -N(SiMePh2)2. Both feature bent geometry and secondary 

interactions with a ligand aryl carbon. Magnetic and computational studies showed that spin-orbit coupling 

resulted in quenching of their magnetic moments to below the spin only value in contrast to the increased 

magnetic moments found in complexes with greater than half-filled valence shells. 

 


